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h meson production in NN collisions
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h meson production in both proton-proton and proton-neutron collisions is investigated within a relativistic
meson exchange model of hadronic interactions. It is found that the available cross section data can be
described equally well by either the vector or pseudoscalar meson exchange mechanism for exciting the
S11(1535) resonance. It is shown that the analyzing power data can potentially be very useful in distinguishing
these two scenarios for the excitaion of theS11(1535) resonance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production ofh mesons in nucleon-nucleon (NN)
collisions near the threshold energy has been a subjec
considerable interest in the past few years, since the exis
data are by far the most accurate and complete among t
for heavy meson production. Consequently, they provide
opportunity to investigate this reaction in much more de
than any of the other heavy meson production reactions
addition to the total cross section for thepp→pph reaction
@1–6#, we now have data forpn→pnh @7# and pn→dh
@5,8# reactions. The differential cross section data for
pp→pph reaction @9# are also available. Consequent
there have been a large number of theoretical investigat
on these reactions@10–16#.

The production ofh mesons inNN collisions is thought
to occur predominantly through the excitation~and deexcita-
tion! of the S11(1535) resonance, to which theh meson
couples strongly. However, the excitation mechanism of
resonance is currently an open issue. For example, Ba´
et al. @12# have found that bothp andh exchanges are th
dominant excitation mechanisms. However, they have c
sidered only thepp→pph reaction. Fa¨ldt and Wilkin @13#
and Gedalinet al. @14# have considered both thepp→pph
and pn→pnh reactions. In the analysis of Ref.@13# the
pn→dh reaction is also considered. These authors@13,14#
find r exchange to be the dominant excitation mechanism
the S11(1535) resonance. In particular, it has been claim
@13# that r meson exchange is important for explaining t
observed shape of the angular distribution of thepp→pph
reaction. In an anaylsis ofpp→pph reaction, Santra and
Jain@15# also consideredr meson exchange as the domina
excitation mechanism of theS11(1535) resonance. In con
trast to the findings of Refs.@12–15#, Peña et al. @16# have
found that the dominant contribution arises, not from t
S11(1535) resonance current, but from the shorter range
of the nucleonic currents. In this work, we shall report
another possible scenario for exciting theS11(1535) reso-
nance that reproduces both thepp→pph andpn→pnh re-
actions and discuss the possibility of disentangling these
action mechanisms.

Although we focus here on the problem just mention
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the description ofh meson production inNN collisions pre-
sents other interesting aspects. For example, theh meson
interacts much more strongly with the nucleon than do m
sons like the pion so that not only theNN final state inter-
action~FSI!, but also thehN FSI is likely to play an impor-
tant role, thereby offering an excellent opportunity to lea
about thehN interaction at low energies. In fact, the nea
threshold energy dependence of the observed total cross
tion for h meson production differs from that ofp and h8
production, which follow the energy dependence given s
ply by the available phase space together with theNN FSI.
The enhancement of the measured cross section at sma
cess energies inh production compared to those inp andh8
production is generally attributed to the strong attractivehN
FSI. In addition to all of these issues, the theoretical und
standing of h meson production inNN collisions near
threshold in free space is also required for investigating
dynamics of theS11(1535) resonance in the nuclear mediu
the possible existence ofhNN bound states, and the poss
bility of using h to reveal the properties of high-densi
nuclear matter created in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.

In Sec. II we introduce our model and define the mes
production currents whose details are given in the Appen
An alternative model, which is similar to previous work
based onr exchange dominance, is introduced in Sec.
The results are given in Sec. IV. Section V provides a su
mary.

II. MESON EXCHANGE MODEL

Our model of theNN→NNh reaction is based on a rela
tivistic meson exchange model of hadronic interactions. T
reaction amplitude is calculated in the distorted wave B
approximation. Here we follow a~nonrigorous but otherwise
economic! diagrammatic approach to present our formu
tion. A more rigorous derivation of the reaction amplitud
will be reported elsewhere. We start by considering
meson-nucleon (MN) and NN interactions as the building
blocks for constructing the total amplitude describing t
NN→NNM reaction. We then consider all possible comb
nations of these building blocks in a topologically distin
way, with two nucleons in the initial state and two nucleo
plus a meson in the final state. In this process of construc
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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K. NAKAYAMA, J. SPETH, AND T.-S. H. LEE PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 045210
the total amplitude, care must be taken in order to av
diagrams that lead to double counting. Specifically, the d
grams that lead to mass and vertex renormalizations mus
excluded since we choose to use the physical masses
coupling constants. The resulting amplitude constructed
this way is displayed in Fig. 1. The ellipsis indicates tho
diagrams that are more involved numerically~including, in
particular, theMN FSI, which otherwise would be generate
by solving the three-body Faddeev equation!. So far there are
very few attempts to account for them@14,17#. These higher
order terms are also not considered in this work.

In order to make use of the available potential models
NN scattering, we will carry out our calculation within
three-dimensional formulation which is deduced from Bet
Salpeter formulation by restricting the propagating tw
nucleons to be on their mass shell. We follow the proced
of Blankenbecler and Sugar@18#. The meson production am
plitude illustrated in Fig. 1 then takes the following famil
form:

M5~11Tf
(2)†iG f

(2)* !J~11 iGi
(1)Ti

(1)!, ~1!

whereT( i , f ) denotes theNN T-matrix interaction in the initial
( i )/final( f ) state, and G( i , f ) is the three-dimensiona
Blankenbecler-Sugar~BBS! propagator. The superscript6
in T( i , f ) as well as inG( i , f ) in Eq. ~1! indicates the boundary
condition, (2) for incoming and (1) for outgoing waves.
The production current is denoted byJ, which is defined by
the MN T matrix with one of the meson legs attached to
nucleon~first diagram on the right-hand side in Fig. 1!,

J5(
M8

@T(MN←M8N)#1iPM8@GM8NN#21~1↔2!, ~2!

whereT(MN←M8N) stands for theMN T matrix describing the
transitionM 8N→MN, GM8NN andPM8 stand for theM 8NN
vertex and the corresponding meson propagator, respecti
The subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the two interacting nucle

FIG. 1. Amplitude for theNN→NNh reaction considered in the
present work.TMN denotes theMN T matrix. ISI and FSI stand for
the initial and final stateNN interaction, respectively.
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1 and 2. The summation runs over the intermediate me
M 8. Equation~1! is the basic formula on which the prese
calculation is based. We note@19# here that care has bee
taken in the above three-dimensional formulation to av
double counting problems.

In the near threhold energy region, the two nucleon
ergy in the final statef is very low and hence theNN FSI
amplitude,Tf

(2)† in Eq. ~1!, can be calculated from a numbe
of realistic NN potential models in the literature. In th
present work we use theNN model developed by the Bon
group @20# to calculate the FSI. This model is defined by
three dimensionally reduced BBS version of the Beth
Salpeter equation

T5V1ViGT, ~3!

whereG denotes the BBS two-nucleon propagator, cons
tent with those appearing in Eq.~1! @note that our definition
of V(T) differs from that of Ref.@20# by a factor of2 i #.

The NN initial state interaction~ISI! amplitude,Ti
(1) in

Eq. ~1!, must be calculated at incident beam energies ab
1.25 GeV. There exists no accurateNN model for perform-
ing such a calculation. For example, the model develope
Ref. @21# can only give a very qualitative description of th
NN scattering phase shifts at energies above 1 GeV. In
present work we therefore follow Ref.@22# and make the
on-shell approximation to evaluate the ISI contribution. Th
amounts to keeping only thed-function part of the Green
function Gi in evaluating the loop integration involving
iGi

(1)Ti
(1) . The required on-shellNN ISI amplitude is ob-

tained from Ref.@23#. As has been discussed in Ref.@22#,
this is a reasonable approximation to the fullNN ISI. In this
approximation, the basic effect of theNN ISI is to reduce the
magnitude of the meson production cross section. In fac
is easy to see that the angle-integrated production cross
tion in each partial wave statei is reduced by a factor of@22#

l i5u 1
2 @h i~p!ei2d i (p)11#u2

5h i~p!cos2@d i~p!#1 1
4 @12h i~p!#2

< 1
4 @11h i~p!#2. ~4!

In the above equation,d i(p) and h i(p) denote the phase
shift and corresponding inelasticity, respectively;p stands for
the relative momentum of the two nucleons in the init
state.

There are a number of different approaches in the lite
ture which model the production currentJ defined in Eq.~2!
based on meson exchange models. Following Refs.@24,25#,
we split theMN T matrix of Fig. 1 into the pole (TMN

P ) and
nonpole (TMN

NP ) parts and calculate the nonpole part in t
Born approximation. Then, theMN T matrix can be written
as @26#

TMN5TMN
P 1TMN

NP , ~5!
0-2
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h MESON PRODUCTION INNN COLLISIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 045210
where

TMN
P 5(

B
f MNB

† igBf MNB , ~6!

with f MNB and gB denoting the dressed meson-nucleo
baryon (MNB) vertex and baryon propagator, respective
The summation runs over the relevant baryonsB. The non-
pole part of theT matrix is given by

TMN
NP 5VMN

NP 1VMN
NP iGTMN

NP , ~7!

whereVMN
NP [VMN2VMN

P , with VMN
P denoting the pole par

of the full MN potential VMN . VMN
P is given by equation

analogous to Eq.~6! with the dressed vertices and propag
tors replaced by the corresponding bare vertices and pr
gators. We neglect the second term of Eq.~7! and hence the
full MN T matrix in Eq.~2! is approximated asTMN>TMN

P

1VMN
NP .

With the approximation described above, the result
current J consists of baryonic and mesonic currents. T
baryonic current is further divided into the nucleonic a
nucleon resonance (N* ) currents, so that the total current
written as

J5Jnuc1Jres1Jmec. ~8!

The individual currents are illustrated diagrammatically
Fig. 2. Note that they are all Feynman diagrams and, as s
they include both the positive- and negative-energy propa
tion of the intermediate particles. The nucleonic curren
constructed consistently with theNN potential in the BBS
equation ~3!. The mesonic current consists of thehrr,
hvv, andhaop exchange contributions. The resonance c
rent consists of theS11(1535), P11(1440), andD13(1520)
resonances excited via the exchange ofp, h, r, andv me-
sons. Details of our model for the production current a
given in the Appendix.

III. VECTOR MESON EXCHANGE DOMINANCE MODEL

In order to allow for a close comparison of the mod
described in the previous section with the models@13–15#
based onr meson exchange dominance, we have also c
structed a model in which theS11(1535) is excited through
the exchange of vector mesons. For this purpose, we fo
Refs. @14,15# to define the vector meson couplings wi
S11(1535) by using the following Lagrangian densites:

LvNN* ~x!52gvNN* c̄N* ~x!g5gmvm~x!cN~x!1H.c.,
~9a!

LrNN* ~x!52grNN* c̄N* ~x!g5gmtW•@]nrW m~x!#cN~x!1H.c.
~9b!

Note that the aboveg5gm coupling, which violates gauge
invariance, is rather different from the tensor coupling@see
04521
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Eqs.~A7c!,~A7d!# used in our model described in the prev
ous section and detailed in the Appendix.

In addition to using the g5gm coupling in the
vNS11(1535) vertex (v5r,v), here we assume the extrem
case thatS11(1535) is excited exclusively via the exchang
of r andv mesons. Furthermore, for simplicity, we negle
all other resonance contributions in the resonance curr
This is a reasonable simplification since we find that
resonance current contributions apart from that due
S11(1535) are very small. The nucleonic and mesonic c
rents are identical to the model described in the previ
section. We refer to this model as the vector meson excha
dominance model.

We find that this model can also roughly reproduce
total cross section data by choosing the coupling const
grNN* 520.85 andgvNN* 521.10 in Eq.~9!. Overall, the
values of these coupling constants, including the signs,
consistent with those used in Refs.@14,15#, in spite of the
fact that there the ISI and FSI are treated differently from
present work. We therefore can use this model to investig
the differences between our full model described in Sec
and the previous works@13–15# based onr exchange domi-
nance.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we shall present our results on theh meson
production in both thepp and pn collisions based on the

FIG. 2. h meson production currents included in the pres
study. Upper row: nucleonic currentJnuc ,M5p,h,r,v,s,ao .
Middle row: nucleon resonance currentJres ,N* 5S11(1535),
P11(1440), andD13(1520), M5p,h,r,v. Lower row: mesonic
currentJmes, v5r,v.
0-3
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K. NAKAYAMA, J. SPETH, AND T.-S. H. LEE PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 045210
models described in the previous sections. The paramete
the considered models are given explicitly in the Append
In short, the coupling constants and range of form factors
meson-baryon-baryon vertices are chosen to be consi
with the Bonn potential in conjunction with the values us
in Refs.@24,25# and the values extracted from Particle Da
Group@27#. Thus in our calculations there is not much fre
dom for adjusting parameters.

The total cross sections as a function of excess ene
predicted by our model~described in Sec. II! are shown in
Fig. 3. The full results are the solid curves which are
general in good agreement with both the data ofpp ~upper
panel! andpn ~lower panel! collisions. For small excess en
ergies, ourpp results underestimate the data. This is usua
attributed to thehN FSI, which is not accounted for in th
present model. Note that the results forpn→pnh with ex-
cess energyQ.50 MeV, corresponding to an incident bea
energy larger than 1.3 GeV, should be interpreted with c
tion, as no reliableNN phase shift analyses forT50 states
exist at present for energies above 1.3 GeV@28#. To see the
dynamical content of our model, we also show in Fig. 3
results calculated from keeping only nuleonic curre
~dashed curves!, mesonic current~dash-dotted curves!, and
resonance current~dotted curves!. We see that the total cros
sections are obviously dominated by the resonance cur
and more specifically by the strongS11(1535) resonance~see
Fig. 4!. Our nucleonic current contributions~dashed curves!
are much smaller than the resonance current contributi

FIG. 3. Total cross sections for thepp→pph ~upper panel! and
pn→pnh ~lower panel! reactions as a function of excess ener
within our model described in Sec. II. The dashed curves co
spond to the nucleonic current contribution while the dash-do
curves to the mesonic current contribution; the dotted curves re
sent the resonance current contribution. The solid curves are
total contribution. The data are from Refs.@1–5,7#.
04521
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This is rather different from the findings of Ref.@16#; there,
instead of the resonance current, the shorter range part o
nucleonic current gives a large contribution to thepp
→pph cross section. It will be interesting to know whethe
their model can also give a good description ofpn→pnh
data, as achieved here~lower panel of Fig. 3!.

To examine the differences between our model and pre
ous work, we show in Fig. 4 the results from calculatio
including only theS11(1535) resonance~solid curves! con-
tribution. Within our model, this resonance excitation is d
to the exchange ofp,h,r, andv. To see the relative impor-
tance between these different meson exchange mechan
we also show in Fig. 4 the results fromp exchange~dashed
curves!, h exchange~dash-dotted curves!, and r exchange
~dotted curves!. Although thev exchange is included in the
calculation, its contribution is not shown here separately
cause it is much smaller than ther exchange contribution. As
can be seen, the dominant contribution is due top exchange
followed by h exchange. Ther exchange contribution is
very small. Several observations are in order here:

~i! In contrast to the result of Refs.@14,15#, our model, as
given by Eq.~A7d!, does not allow theg5gm coupling in the
rNN* vertex for the considered negative parityS11(1535)
resonance. Such a coupling would prevent us from determ
ing therNN* coupling from radiative decayN* →gN in the
vector meson dominance model~VMD ! as explained in the
Appendix, since it violates the gauge invariance constra
which is an essential element of VMD. The simplest way
satisfying gauge invariance is to omit theg5gm coupling and

-
d
e-
he

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, except that it shows theS11(1535)
resonance contribution only. The dashed curves correspond to thp
exchange contribution while the dash-dotted curves to theh ex-
change contribution; the dotted curves represent ther exchange
contribution. The solid curves show the total contribution.
0-4
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h MESON PRODUCTION INNN COLLISIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 045210
use only the tensorg5smn coupling, as given in Eq.~A7d!.
This choice of therNN* coupling, combined with the cor
responding coupling constant as given in Table I—which
close to the low limit of the range determined from the me
sured radiative decay widths—leads to a very smallr ex-
change contribution to the cross section as shown in Fi
~dotted curves!. This is the main origin of the difference
between our results and that of Refs.@14,15# where the
rNN* vertex for N* 5S11(1535) is specified by theg5gm

coupling~see also Fig. 6!. An alternative to avoid the gaug
invariance problem while keeping theg5gm term is to use a
vertex of the formg5@gmq22(mN* 1mN)qm# @29#. Peña
et al. @16#, on the other hand, have used the vertexg5@gm

2(mN* 1mN)qm/mr
2# in conjunction with the coupling con

stant determined from a quark model@29#. This vertex yields
the same meson production amplitude as that of a pureg5gm

vertex while satisfying the gauge invariance constraint,
though only in the on-shell limit (q25mr

2). They found a

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but using the vector meson excha
dominance described in Sec. III.

TABLE I. Coupling constantsgMNN* used in the resonance cu
rent. Those in parentheses for vector mesons refer
(gMNN*

(1) ,gMNN*
(2) ). The ps-pv mixing parameter is fixed to bel50

and the off-shell parameterz521/2. The masses and widths of th
resonances,mN* andGN* , are in units of MeV.

N* S11(1535) P11(1440) D13(1520)
(mN* ,GN* ) ~1535,150! ~1440,350! ~1520,120!

p 1.25 6.54 1.55
h 2.02 0.49 6.30
r 20.65 20.57 (6.0,22.1)
v 20.72 20.37 (22.1,0.7)
04521
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significant contribution ofr exchange to the excitation o
S11(1535) inpp→pph. Further experimental information i
needed to determine whether theg5gm coupling is required
for vector meson exchange.

~ii ! The h exchange contribution is relatively large in th
present calculation. In the case ofpp→pph its contribution
to the cross section is about half of that due to thep ex-
change. Theh exchange contribution is subject to a rel
tively large uncertainty which arises, apart from the introdu
tion of the phenomenological form factors, from th
uncertainty in thehNN coupling strength as discussed in th
Appendix. The relatively large contribution ofh here results
from using thehNN coupling constant ofghNN56.14, as
used in the construction of the BonnNN interaction@20#.
This is close to the upper limit of the range determined e
pirically as mentioned in the Appendix. However, theh me-
son exchange in the Bonn potential@20# represents the ex
change of a (JP,T)5(02,0) quantum number and no
necessarily of a genuineh meson. On the other hand, th
value ofghNN56.14 together with theh2h8 mixing angle
of uP.29.7°, as suggested by the quadratic mass form
and the pNN coupling constant ofgpNN513.45 leads
through SU~3! flavor symmetry to the ratioD/F.1.43. This
is not too far from the value ofD/F>1.73 extracted from a
systematic analysis of semileptonic hyperon decays@30#.
Anyway, in the present calculation forpp→pph, theh ex-
change interferes constructively with the dominantp ex-
change contribution, yielding the total contribution as sho
by the solid line in Fig. 4. Forpn→pnh, the h exchange
interferes constructively with thep exchange in theT51
channel~as in the case ofpp→pph), but destructively in
the T50 channel due to the isospin factor23 in the p
exchange amplitude.

~iii ! The correct description of bothpp→pph and pn
→pnh reactions depends not only on the isospin fact
associated with the isovector and isoscalar meson exch
but also on a delicate interplay between theNN FSI and ISI
in each partial wave. While theNN FSI enhances the tota
cross section, theNN ISI has an opposite effect~see discus-
sion in Sec. II!. In this connection, we mention that in Re
@13# the reduction factor due to theNN ISI is estimated to be
about l (3P0)5(0.77)250.59 due to the 3P0 state and

l (1P1)5(0.73)250.53 due to1P1. In our calculation, how-

ever, the corresponding reduction factors are aboutl (3P0)

50.19 andl (1P1)50.27 near the threshold energy. This lar
discrepancy between the results of Ref.@13# and ours is due
to the fact that, whereas our reduction factor is given by
~4!, the reduction factor in Ref.@13# is given by l i[h i

2

5(e2Im(d i ))2. We argue that the latter formula is inapprop
ate for estimating the effect of theNN ISI since it exhibits a
pathological feature: namely, when the absorption is ma
mum (h i50), this formula yieldsl i50, implying the total
absence of theNN elastic channel and thus not allowing th
production reaction to occur. However, scattering theory t
us that when the absorption cross section is maximum,
corresponding elastic cross section does not vanish, bu
1/4 of the absorption cross section. Note that this featur

ge

to
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K. NAKAYAMA, J. SPETH, AND T.-S. H. LEE PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 045210
present in Eq.~4!. Furthermore, the authors of Ref.@13# ap-
parently have identified incorrectly the inelasticityh i with
cos2(ri), wherer i is one of the two parameters~the other is
the phase shift! given in Ref.@23#. The phase shift param
etrization given in Ref.@23# differs from the standard Stap
parametrization. It is obvious that with a more appropri
estimate of the reduction factorl i as given by Eq.~4! the
result of Ref.@13# would underpredict considerably the cro
section data.

We now turn to exploring the vector meson exchan
dominance model described in Sec. III. This model does
have thep and h exchange mechanisms for exciting th
S11(1353) resonance. The nucleonic and mesonic curren
our full model are kept. With the coupling constantsgrNN*
520.85 andgvNN* 521.10 in Eq. ~9!, we can describe
both thepp→pph and pn→pnh data. The results are th
solid curves in Fig. 5. In the same figures we also show
contributions from the nucleon resonance~dotted curves! and
the nucleonic ~dashed curves! and mesonic~dash-dotted
curves! currents. Although the total cross section is underp
dicted for excess energiesQ.60 MeV, it is interesting that
these results are in line with the findings of Refs.@13–15#.

The results presented above indicate that the total c
section data alone cannot distinguish two different me
exchange mechanisms for the excitation ofS11(1535) reso-
nance. It is therefore necessary to consider more exclu
observables. Figure 6 shows the angular distribution~solid
curves! of pp→pph predicted by our model~described in
Sec. II! at an excess energy ofQ537 MeV. The data from
Ref. @9# are also shown. Again, the resonance contribut
~dotted curve! dominates the cross section. As pointed out
Ref. @13#, the shape of the angular distribution of the lat
contribution bends upwards at the forward and backw
angles due to thep exchange dominance in theS11(1535)

FIG. 6. Angular distribution of the emittedh meson in the c.m.
frame of the total system at an excess energy ofQ537 MeV. The
dashed curve corresponds to the nucleonic current contribu
while the dash-dotted curve to the mesonic current contribution;
dotted curves represent the resonance current contribution.
solid curve shows the total contribution. The data are from Ref.@9#.
04521
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resonance contribution. However, due to interference w
the nucleonic~dashed! and mesonic~dash-dotted! currents,
the shape of the resulting angular distribution~solid curve! is
inverted with respect to that of the resonance current con
bution alone. As one can see, although the overall magnit
is rather well reproduced, the rather strong angular dep
dence exhibited by the data is not reproduced by the mo
described in Sec. II. At this point one might argue that t
excitation mechanism of theS11(1535) resonance as give
by our model is not correct and that, indeed, ther meson
exchange is the dominant contribution, as has been clai
in Ref. @13#. This can be studied by considering the pred
tions of our vector meson exchange dominance model
scribed in Sec. III. The angular distribution predicted by th
model is shown in Fig. 7. Here we see that the shape of
calculated angular distribution~solid curve! is in better
agreement with the data, although the strong angular de
dence exhibited by the data—which shows contributions
higher partial waves thanL51—is not quite reproduced
Judging from the level of agreement between the two pre
tions and the data, one cannot discard our model in which
S11(1535) is mainly excited byp andh exchange in favor of
the r exchange dominance model. In this connection,
mention that new data from COSY which will become ava
able soon shows a flat angular distribution@31#.

From the above considerations, we conclude that,
present, the excitation mechanism of theS11(1535) reso-
nance inNN collisions is still an open question. Indeed, w
have just offered a scenario which is as good as ther ex-
change dominance model in reproducing the available d
It is therefore of special interest to seek a way to disentan
these possible scenarios. In this connection, spin observa
may potentially help resolve this issue. As an example,
present in Fig. 8 the analyzing power atQ510 MeV ~upper
panel! and Q537 MeV ~lower panel!. The predictions of
the present model are shown as the solid curves, wherea
predictions assuming vector meson exchange dominance
exciting theS11(1535) resonance are shown as the das

n
e
he

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but using the vector meson excha
dominance of Sec. III.
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curves. The different features exhibited by the two scena
for the excitation mechanism of theS11(1535) is evident.
According to Ref.@13#, the r exchange contribution is ex
pected to lead to an analyzing power given by

Ay5Ay
maxsin~2u!, ~10!

whereAy
max is positive for low excess energies, peaking

Q'10 MeV and becoming negative for excess energiesQ
.35 MeV. The corresponding results are also shown in F
8 as the dotted curves. Although Eq.~10! gives rise to a
larger analyzing power atQ510 MeV, it is interesting to
see that, atQ537 MeV, it yields a result that nearly coin
cides with the prediction of the vector meson exchan
dominance given in Sec. III.

V. SUMMARY

The production ofh mesons inNN collisions has been
discussed within a relativistic meson exchange model of h
ronic interactions, where the production current has b
constructed consistently with theNN FSI used. Special em
phasis has been used to investigate the possible excit
mechanisms of theS11(1535) resonance, which is currently
subject of debate. It has been shown that, not only the ve
meson dominance for exciting theS11(1535) as advocated b

FIG. 8. Analyzing power for the reactionpp→pph as a func-
tion of emission angle ofh in the c.m. frame of the total system a
an excess energy ofQ510 MeV ~upper panel! and Q537 MeV
~lower panel!. The dotted curve corresponds to the case ofr ex-
change dominance according to Ref.@13#. The solid curve corre-
sponds to the full model calculation described in Sec. II. The das
curve is the prediction assuming vector meson exchange domin
as described in Sec. III.
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Wilkin and collaborators@13#, but also the excitation mecha
nism of this resonance mainly via exchange ofp and h
mesons can describe the existing data in both thepp andpn
collisions equally well. We have found that the analyzi
power may offer an opportunity to disentangle these reac
mechanisms.

A consistent description of the meson production react
in pp andpn collisions is not a trivial task. As we have see
this depends not only on the different isospin factors in
production current which change the relative importance
different reaction mechanisms frompp to pn collisions, but
also on a delicate interplay between theNN FSI and ISI. It is
clear that thepp→ppM and pn→pnM as well as thepn
→dM reaction should be investigated in a consistent w
Also more exclusive observables than the total cross sec
such as the spin observables should be studied.

Finally, we emphasize that the results presented in
paper should be interpreted with caution. The reason for
is that, as mentioned before, theNN ISI is only accounted
for using the on-shell approximation. While this may be
reasonable approximation for calculating cross sections
may introduce rather large uncertainties in the calcula
spin observables. Efforts to improve this will be publish
elsewhere.
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APPENDIX: PRODUCTION CURRENTS

The h meson production current consists of nucleon
mesonic, and resonance currents as shown in Eq.~8! and
illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 2. In the following sub
sections we construct each of these currents. A genera
mark to be mentioned here which applies to all of the c
rents constructed in the following subsections is that, a
consequence of using a three-dimensional reduction of
Bethe-Salpeter equation in evaluating the total amplitude
Eq. ~1!, the time components of the intermediate partic
involved in the production current suffer from an ambigu
in their definitions. In order to be consistent with theNN
interaction used in the present work, which has been c
structed by using the BBS three-dimensional reduction,
time component of the four-momentum of a virtual meson
the MNN vertex is taken to beqo5«( l )2«( l 8), with «( l )
and«( l 8) denoting respectively the energies of the nucle
before and after the emission of the virtual meson,«( l )
[Al 21mN

2 . The time component of the intermediate bary
in the nucleonic and resonance currents are taken to bpo
5v(k)1«(p8) at the B→M1N vertex, while at theN
→M1B vertex we takepo5«(p8)2v(k). Here, v(k)
stands for the energy of the meson produced in the final s

d
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1. Nucleonic current

The nucleonic current is defined as

Jnuc5 (
j 51,2

~G j iSjU1UiSjG j !, ~A1!

with G j denoting thehNN vertex andSj the nucleon~Feyn-
man! propagator for nucleonj. The summation runs over th
two interacting nucleons, 1 and 2.U stands for the meson
exchangeNN potential. It is, in principle, identical to the
potentialV appearing in theNN scattering equation, excep
that here meson retardation effects@which are neglected in
the potential entering in Eq.~3!# are kept as given by the
Feynman prescription.

The structure of thehNN vertexG j in Eq. ~A1! is derived
from the Lagrangian density

L~x!52ghNNc̄N~x!g5S il1
12l

2mN
gmDcN~x!]mh~x!,

~A2!

whereghNN denotes thehNN coupling constant andl is the
parameter controlling the pseudoscalar~ps!–pseudovector
~pv! admixture.h(x) andcN(x) stand for theh and nucleon
field, respectively, andmN denotes the nucleon mass.

The coupling constantghNN is poorly known at present
The empirical values forghNN range anywhere from 1 to 7
@11,20,32,33#. The values extracted from theh photoproduc-
tion analysis tend to be in the low side of this range@33#,
while a value ofghNN56.14 has been used in theNN scat-
tering analysis by the Bonn group@20#. In the present work
we use the value ofghNN56.14, consistent with theNN
potential V appearing in Eq.~3!. Also, we take the pure
pseudovector coupling,l50.

The hNN vertex derived from Eq.~A2! should be pro-
vided with an off-shell form factor. Following Ref.@25#, we
associate each nucleon leg with a form factor of the follo
ing form:

FN~p2!5
LN

4

LN
4 1~p22mN

2 !2
, ~A3!

with LN51.2 GeV.p2 denotes the four-momentum squar
of either the incoming or outgoing off-shell nucleon. We al
introduce the form factor given by Eq.~A3! at thoseMNN
vertices appearing next to theh-production vertex, where the
~intermediate! nucleon and the exchanged mesons are
their mass shell~see Fig. 2!. Therefore the correspondin
form factors are given by the productFN(p2)FM(q2), where
M stands for each of the exchanged mesons between the
interacting nucleons. The form factorFM(q2) accounts for
the exchanged meson being off shell and is taken to be
sistent with the considered BonnNN potential used for gen
erating the finalNN scattering wave function.

2. Resonance current

The production ofh mesons inNN collisions is thought
to occur predominantly through the excitation~and de-
04521
-

ff

wo

n-

excitation! of the S11(1535) resonance, to which theh me-
son couples strongly. In the present work, we also cons
the P11(1440) andD13(1520) resonances.

The resonance current is composed of the spin-1/2
spin-3/2 resonance contributions

Jres5Jres
(1/2)1Jres

(3/2) . ~A4!

The spin-1/2 resonance current, in analogy to the nucleo
current, is written as

Jres
(1/2)5 (

j 51,2
(
N*

~Gh jN* iSN* UN* 1ŨN* iSN* Gh jN* !.

~A5!

HereGh jN* stands for thehNN* vertex function involving
the nucleonj. SN* (p)5(p”1mN* )/(p22mN*

2
1 imN* GN* ) is

the N* resonance propagator, withmN* and GN* denoting
the mass and width of the resonance, respectively. The s
mation runs over the two interacting nucleons,j 51 and 2,
and also over the spin-1/2 resonances considered, i.e.,N*
5S11(1535) andP11(1440). In the above equationUN*
(ŨN* ) stands for theNN→NN* (NN* →NN) meson-
exchange transition potential. It is given by

UN* 5 (
M5p,h

GMNN* ~q!iDM~q2!GMNN~q!

1 (
M5r,v

GMNN*
m

~q!iD mn(M )~q!GMNN
n ~q!, ~A6!

whereDM(q2) andDmn(M )(q) denote the~Feynman! propa-
gator of the exchanged pseudoscalar and vector meson
spectively.GMNN(q) and GMNN

m (q) denote the pseudoscala
and vectorMNN vertex, respectively. These vertices a
taken consistently with theNN potentialV appearing in Eq.
~3! except for the type of coupling at thepNN vertex and the
vNN coupling constant. Following the discussion in Re
@25#, we use the pv coupling (l50) instead of the ps cou
pling (l51) at thepNN vertex. Also, following the discus-
sions in Refs.@24,25,34#, the value of thevNN coupling
constant is taken to begvNN511.76. These exceptions app
to the currentsJres

(3/2) andJmec as well. An analogous expres

sion to Eq.~A6! holds forŨN* .
Following Ref. @32#, the transition verticesGMNN* and

GMNN*
m in Eqs. ~A5!,~A6! for spin-1/2 resonances are ob

tained from the interaction Lagrangian densities

L hNN*
(6)

~x!57ghNN* c̄N* ~x!H F ilG (6)

1S 12l

mN* 6mN
D Gm

(6)]mGh~x!J cN~x!1H.c.,

~A7a!
0-8
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L pNN*
(6)

~x!57gpNN* c̄N* ~x!H F ilG (6)

1S 12l

mN* 6mN
D Gm

(6)]mGtW•pW ~x!J cN~x!1H.c.,

~A7b!

L vNN*
(6)

~x!5S gvNN*

mN* 1mN
D

3c̄N* ~x!G (7)smn@]nvm~x!#cN~x!1H.c.,

~A7c!

L rNN*
(6)

~x!5S grNN*

mN* 1mN
D

3c̄N* ~x!G (7)smntW•@]nrW m~x!#cN~x!1H.c.,

~A7d!

where pW (x), vm(x), rW m(x), and cN* (x) denote thep,
v, r, and spin-1/2 nucleon resonance fields, respectiv
The upper and lower signs refer to the even~1! and odd
(2) parity resonance, respectively. The operatorsG (6) and
Gm

(6) in the above equations are given by

G (1)5g5 , Gm
(1)5g5gm ,

G (2)51, Gm
(2)5gm . ~A8!

The parameterl in Eqs.~A7a!,~A7b! controls the admixture
of the two types of couplings: ps (l51) and pv (l50) in
the case of an even parity resonance and, scalar (l51) and
vector (l50) in the case of an odd parity resonance.
shell, both choices of the parameterl are equivalent. In this
work we takel50. Note that we have not allowed the co
pling Gm

(7) in Eqs. ~A7c!,~A7d! in contrast to Refs.@14,15#.
Unlike thevNN vertex (v5 vector meson!, this coupling at
the vNN* vertex prevents us from estimating its streng
using the VMD because of the violation of gauge invarian
Although gauge invariant vertices which include theGm

(7)

coupling can be constructed@29#, we have omitted this cou
pling in the present work for simplicity.

Similar to the case of spin-1/2 resonances, the spin
resonance current is written as

Jres
(3/2)5 (

j 51,2
(
N*

~Gh jN*
m iSmn(N* )UN*

n

1ŨN*
m iSmn(N* )Gh jN*

n
!. ~A9!

Here Gh jN*
n stands for the hNN* vertex function

involving the nucleonj.
04521
y.

n

.

/2

Smn(N* )~p!5~p”1mN* !$2gmn1gmgn/3

1~gmpn2pmgn!/3mN* 12pmpn /3mN*
2 %/

~p22mN*
2

1 imN* GN* !

is the spin-3/2 Rarita-Schwinger propagator. The summa
runs over the two interacting nucleons,j 51 and 2, and also
over the spin-3/2 resonances considered, i.e.,N*
5D13(1520) in the present work. In the above equati
UN*

m (ŨN*
m ) stands for theNN→NN* (NN* →NN) meson-

exchange transition potential. It is given by

UN*
m

5 (
M5p,h

GMNN*
m

~q!iDM~q2!GMNN~q!

1 (
M5r,v

GMNN*
ml

~q!iD ln(M )~q!GMNN
n ~q!,

~A10!

where GMNN*
m (q) and GMNN*

ml (q) denote the pseudoscala
and vectorMNN* vertex, respectively. An analogous e
pression to Eq.~A10! holds forŨN*

m .
The MNN* vertices involving spin-3/2 nucleon reso

nances in Eqs.~A9!,~A10! are obtained from the Lagrangia
densities@32#

L hNN*
(6)

~x!5S ghNN*
mh

D
3c̄N*

m
~x!Qmn~z!G (7)cN~x!]nh~x!1H.c.,

~A11a!

L pNN*
(6)

~x!5S gpNN*
mp

D
3c̄N*

m
~x!Qmn~z!G (7)tWcN~x!•]npW ~x!1H.c.,

~A11b!

L vNN*
(6)

~x!57 i S gvNN*
(1)

2mN
D

3c̄N*
m

~x!Qmn~z!Gl
(6)cN~x!vln~x!2S gvNN*

(2)

4mN
2 D

3@]lc̄N*
m

~x!Qmn~z!G (6)cN~x!#vln~x!1H.c.,

~A11c!

L rNN*
(6)

~x!57 i S grNN*
(1)

2mN
D

3c̄N*
m

~x!Qmn~z!Gl
(6)tWcN~x!•rW ln~x!

2S grNN*
(2)

4mN
2 D @]lc̄N*

m
~x!Qmn~z!

3G (6)tWcN~x!#•rW ln~x!1H.c., ~A11d!
0-9
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whereQmn(z)[gmn2(z11/2)gmgn . In order to reduce the
number of parameters, we takez521/2 in the present
work. vln(x)[]lvn(x)2]nvl(x) and rW ln(x)[]lrW n(x)
2]nrW l(x).

The coupling constantsgMNN* used in the present wor
are displayed in Table. I. They are determined from the c
troid values of the extracted decay widths~and masses! of
the resonances from Ref.@27# whenever available. Those in
volving vector mesons, are estimated from the correspond
radiative decay width in conjunction with the VMD. In orde
to reduce the number of free parameters, the ratio of
vNN* (v5r,v) coupling constants for the spin-3/
D13(1520) resonance has been fixed to begvNN*

(1) /gvNN*
(2)

523. This is not too far from the ratio ofggNN*
(1) /ggNN*

(2)

522.1 for N* 5P33(1232) extracted from the ratio o
E2/M1>22.5% as determined from pion photoproducti
measurements@35#. As for the coupling constantgvNN* (v
5r,v) for N* 5S11(1535), we use a value close to th
lower limit of the range determined from the radiative dec
widths given in Ref.@27# in order to emphasize the pseud
scalar meson exchange dominance in exciting theS11(1535)
resonance. Since theP11(1440) resonance is below thehN
threshold, the corresponding coupling constantghNN* has
been determined by folding the results with the mass dis
bution of the resonance which is assumed to be given b
Breit-Wigner form. The signs of the coupling constants a
chosen consistently with those used in thep and h photo-
production analysis@32,36#.

Following Ref. @25# and, in complete analogy to th
nucleonic current, we introduce the off-shell form factors
each vertex involved in the resonance current. We adopt
same form factor given by Eq.~A3!, with mN replaced by
mN* at the MNN* vertex, in order to account for theN*
resonance being off-shell. TheMNN* vertex, where the ex-
changed meson is also off-shell, is multiplied by an ex
form factorFM(q2) in order to account for the off shellnes
of this meson@see Eqs.~A6!,~A10!#. The corresponding full
form factor is therefore given by the productFN(p2)FM(q2),
whereM stands for the exchanged meson between the
interacting nucleons. The form factorFM(q2) is taken con-
sistently with theNN potentialV in Eq. ~3!; the only two
differences are the normalization point ofFv(q2)(v5r,v)
and the cutoff parameter value ofFp(q2). Here, the form
factor for vector mesonsFv(q2) is normalized to unity at
q250 in accordance with the kinematics at which the co
pling constantgvNN* was extracted, i.e.,Fv(q2)5@Lv

2/(Lv
2

2q2)#2. For the pion form factorFp(q2), following the dis-
cussion in Refs.@24,25,34#, we use the cutoff value ofLp

50.9 GeV. We also use this value of the cutoff in the fo
factor at thepNN vertex in Eqs.~A6!,~A10! as well as in the
pNN vertex appearing in the mesonic current constructe
the next subsection.

3. Mesonic current

For the meson-exchange current we consider the co
bution from thehvv vertex withv denoting either ar or v
meson. This gives rise to the dominant meson-exchange
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rent. Thehvv vertex required for constructing the meso
exchange current is derived from the Lagrangian densitie

Lhrr~x!52
ghrr

2mr
«abnm@]arW b~x!#•@]nrW m~x!#h~x!,

Lhvv~x!52
ghvv

2mv
«abnm@]avb~x!#@]nvm~x!#h~x!,

~A12!

where «abnm is the Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor with
«0123521. The vector meson-exchange current is then giv
by

Jhvv5 (
v5r,v

$@GvNN
a ~kv!#1iD ab~kv!Ghvv

bm

3~kv ,kv8!iD mn~kv8!@GvNN
n ~kv8!#2%, ~A13!

whereDab(kv) andDmn(kv8) stand for the~Feynman! propa-
gators of the two exchanged vector mesons~either ther or v
mesons asv5r or v) with four-momentumkv andkv8 , re-
spectively. The vertices involved in the above equation
self-explanatory. ThevNN vertex GvNN

m (v5r,v) is taken
consistently with those in the potential used for construct
the NN T matrix in Eq.~3!. ThevNN coupling constant is,
however, taken to have the same value mentioned in
previous subsection.

The coupling constantghvv is determined from a system
atic analysis of the radiative decay of pseudoscalar and
tor mesons in conjunction with VMD. This is done followin
Refs.@24,25,37#, with the aid of an effective Lagrangian wit
SU~3! flavor symmetry and imposition of the Okuba-Zwei
Iizuka rule @38#. The parameters of this model are the ang
aV(aP), which measures the deviation from the vect
~pseudoscalar! ideal mixing angle, and the coupling consta
of the effective SU~3! Lagrangian. They are determined fro
a fit to radiative decay of pseudoscalar and vector mes
The parameter values determined in this way in Ref.@37#
~model B!, however, overpredict the measured radiative
cay width of theh8 meson@27#. Therefore we have read
justed slightly the value of the coupling constant of t
SU~3! Lagrangian in order to reproduce better the measu
widths. We haveaV>3.8° andaP>245°, as given by the
quadratic mass formula, and the coupling constant of
effective SU~3! Lagrangian ofG57 in units of 1/Amvmv8,
wheremv andmv8 stand for the mass of the two vector m
sons involved. The sign of the coupling constantG is con-
sistent with the sign of therpg andvpg coupling constants
taken from an analysis of the pion photoproduction data
the ;1-GeV energy region@39#. With these parameter val
ues we obtain

ghrr5G cos~aP!54.94,

ghvv52G@A2sin2~aV!sin~aP!1cos2~aV!cos~aP!#

54.84. ~A14!
0-10
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The hvv vertex (v5r,v) in Eq. ~A13!, where the ex-
changed vector mesons are both off their mass shells, is
companied by a form factor. Following Refs.@24,25#, we
assume the form

Fhvv~kv
2 ,kv8

2!5S Lv
22mv

2

Lv
22kv

2 D S Lv
2

Lv
22kv8

2D . ~A15!

It is normalized to unity atkv
25mv

2 and kv8
250, consistent

with the kinematics at which the value of the coupling co
stant ghvv was determined. We adopt the cutoff parame
value ofLv51.45 GeV as determined in Ref.@24# from the
study of thev and f meson production inpp collisions.
This form factor has been also used in the study of theh8
meson production in Ref.@25#.

Another potential candidate for mesonic current is
haop-exchange current, whose coupling constant may
estimated from the decay width ofao into anh andp. We
take the Lagrangian density

Lhaop~x!5
ghaop

Amao
mp

aW o~x!•@]mpW ~x!#@]mh~x!#,

~A16!

whereaW o(x) stand for theao meson field.mp andmao
stand

for the masses of thep and ao meson, respectively. Usin
the measured decay width from Ref.@27# we obtain a value
of ughaopu.1.81. The sign of this coupling constant is n
fixed. We assume it to be positive in the present work. Si
the contribution of thehaop current is small, the sign of its
i-
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coupling constant will not affect the major conclusion of t
present work.

The haop current reads

Jhaop5$@GaoNN#1iDao
~kao

2 !Ghaop

3~kao
,kp!iDp~kp

2 !@GpNN~kp!#2%1~1↔2!

~A17!

in our previously defined notation. The vertexGaoNN is taken

consistently with that in theNN potentialV in Eq. ~3!, while
for the pNN vertex we use the same one~including the
cutoff parameter value! mentioned in the previous subse
tion. Thehaop vertex,Ghaop(kao

,kp), is assumed to have
form factor given by

Fhaop~kao

2 ,kp
2 !5S Lao

2 2mao

2

Lao

2 2kao

2 D S Lp
2 2mp

2

Lp
2 2kp

2 D ~A18!

with Lao
5Lp51.45 GeV.

The total mesonic current is then given by

Jmec5 (
v5r,v

Jhvv1Jhaop . ~A19!

There are, of course, other possible mesonic curre
such as thehvf- andhff-exchange currents, that contrib
ute toh meson production inNN collisions. Their contribu-
tions have been estimated in a systematic way following R
@24# and were found to be negligible.
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